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Abstract. Service-based software can be misused by potentially untrustworthy 
service requestors while providing services. A service-based system is usually dy-
namic due to mutual collaboration among stakeholders to achieve goals, perform 
tasks and manage resources. However, it lacks the presence of a central authority 
to monitor the trustworthiness of service users. In this chapter, we propose a trust 
monitoring architecture, called TrAM (Trust Architecture for Monitoring) to 
monitor the trustworthiness of service users at run-time, facilitating the analysis of 
interactions from trust perspectives. Monitoring allows the enforcement of correc-
tive actions that may protect the software by mitigating major unwanted incidents. 
The performance of the architecture has been evaluated by monitoring a prototype 
file-sharing grid.   

1. Introduction 

In service-based software systems, stakeholders are scattered across different or-
ganizational domains, and they can join and leave the systems at any time. A ser-
vice-based system usually operates through spontaneous interactions with limited 
reliance on a specific central control authority. This inherent nature of decentrali-
zation introduces security concerns as software may be exploited by potentially 
untrustworthy stakeholders on whom the software has minimal or no control. Un-
certainty is prevalent due to its open nature, so it may not be always sufficient to 
use ‘hard security’ mechanisms to protect services from malicious and unwanted 
incidents. For example, illegal access to resources can be avoided using access 
control mechanisms. However, a malicious user with access to system resources 
from several administrative boundaries can still use different services that may 
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provide that user with ample opportunities to break into the system. Given that, a 
trust monitoring architecture is necessary for the run-time analysis of the services 
based on the trustworthiness of the service requesters.  

Trust is considered as ‘soft security’ and it is “a particular level of the subjec-
tive probability with which an agent assesses that another agent or group of agents 
will perform a particular action” [1, 2]. Trust incorporates risk analysis to examine 
potential risks or opportunities the interactions may invite to the total system. In 
this chapter, we present a monitoring architecture for analyzing service interac-
tions from trust perspectives by identifying the contexts of trust concerns in trust 
rules that are prevalent in such interactions. A trust rule snapshots system events 
encapsulating a service outcome that is crucial to the target system from trust 
perspectives [6]. The proposed architecture is called TrAM (Trust Architecture 
for Monitoring), and it may reside in each service providing software. The archi-
tecture allows the analysis of the trustworthiness of users based on trust rules and 
calculation schemes [6, 7]. A service requestor is penalized for the violation of 
trust rules and rewarded for no such violations, which thus facilitates the quantifi-
cation of the trustworthiness of the corresponding entities. Collaborative decision 
making is introduced by incorporating the recommendations from similar service 
providers. The performance overhead of the architecture has been evaluated based 
on the monitoring of a prototype trust-aware file-sharing grid.  
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Fig. 1. Working environment of the monitoring architecture 

Fig. 1 presents an overview of the trust monitoring architecture, where the tar-
get system is any service provider. An interaction is initiated when a service user 
requests a service. The events received from requestors by the Main Module of a 
provider are called InteractionInputs. The provider uses the Trust Monitor to ana-
lyze the interactions with the requestors which are forwarded to it by the Main 
Module. For a service request, the Trust Monitor provides a decision (ServiceDe-
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cision) on whether to grant the service or not. Upon the granting of services, the 
monitor analyzes interaction events related to the corresponding session based on 
trust scenario specifications represented as trust rules at run-time. Based on this 
analysis, the trust monitor provides another ServiceDecision specifying whether 
the interaction is successful or not. The Main Module sends replies in the form of 
InteractionOutputs to the requestors according to the ServiceDecision. The reques-
tor is penalized with a distrust value if any trust rule is violated in one of the inte-
raction events, while it is awarded a trust value if no such violation occurs. The 
Main Module receives incoming recommendation requests (Rin) from other ser-
vice providers and forwards those to the Trust Monitor which can send recom-
mendation requests to others through Rout. Moreover, the Trust Monitor receives 
or sends recommendation replies through Reps. The calculated trust values are 
stored in the repositories. Alert reports are generated and logged for any violation 
of a trust rule.  

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The monitoring architecture is 
described in detail in Section 2. Section 3 provides the implementation and eval-
uation. In Section 4, the proposed architecture is compared and contrasted with the 
related work. Section 5 identifies the limitations and future research directions. 

2. TrAM: The Trust Architecture for Monitoring 

TrAM (Trust Architecture for Monitoring) is composed of a number of modules to 
analyze and calculate the trustworthiness of stakeholders and make trust-based 
run-time decisions. The architecture is presented in Fig. 2, and the modules and 
the related entities are described in detail in this section.  

InteractionInputs are service request events (sRQ) or service session events 
(sSN). Upon the granting of a service to a user by a provider, a service session is 
initiated, during which the user and the provider exchange information related to 
the granted service. The events related to the session are called service session 
events (sSN). The Event Dispatcher of the Main Module receives the sRQ and the 
sSN as primary inputs. A provider makes a recommendation request (rRQ) to oth-
er providers about the requestor and receives recommendation replies (rRP) from 
other providers. The secondary inputs to the Event Dispatcher are the recommen-
dation requests from other service providers through Rin.  

The sRQs are forwarded to the Trust Engine, and sSNs to the Trust State Ana-
lyzer of the Trust Monitor. The Rins are forwarded to the Recommendation En-
gine, from where rRQs are sent as Rout to other providers. The replies to recom-
mendat- ion requests (rRP) are received and sent by the Recommendation Engine 
through Reps. The Trust Engine provides decisions to grant or reject service re-
quest (i.e., sRQs), while the Trust State Analyzer checks sSNs against possible 
trust rules and provides decisions based on the state of the risk outcomes of the in-
teraction. The Trust Decision Notifier forwards decisions from the Trust Engine 
and the Trust State Analyzer to the Trust Actions of the Main Module, from which 
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service replies are provided as sRPs through InteractionOutputs to requestors. 
Every provider has a ServiceDescriptor.xml file to describe provided services 
and a ServiceTrustContext.xml file to designate corresponding trust rules. 

A snippet of ServiceDescriptor.xml is provided in Fig. 3. The target system 
is a provider with ID sp1, offering file sharing services (i.e., file upload, search, 
open, and download) to requestors. One of the provided services is UploadDoc-
File to upload documents to the server. The required parameters (i.e., service-
param) are fileName, fileSize, fileType and fileContents. sp1 employs constraints 
on this service which users need to follow while uploading documents. The con-
straints are specified in the ServiceConstraints tag, such as fileSize.maxPOST 
which limits the maximum file-size in the server, lest malicious users upload files 
of very large size to waste server space, possibly making the upload service un-
available to other users. The trust rules follow the corresponding ServiceCon-
straints in the corresponding risk state space construction.  
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Fig. 2. TrAM : Trust Architecture for Monitoring 

 

Fig. 3. A snippet of ServiceDescriptor.xml 
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A snippet of ServiceTrustContext.xml is presented in Fig. 4. The interac-
tion- threshold is used to denote the minimum trust value necessary for a user 
to be of fered the service; in this case, if the user has a previous total trust value 
greater than or equal to 0.52, the UploadDocFile service will be granted to the us-
er. The trust rules to analyze the UploadDocFile service are “FileExcess”, “Fi-
leHarmful” and “UploadCompletion”. The class-ids in each of the trust rules 
designate the corresponding module used to deploy the corresponding trust rule. 
The FileExcess trust rule checks whether the uploaded file meets the server max-
imum file size constraint (i.e., fileSize.maxPOST). A user may accidentally try to 
upload such large file once or twice. However, if the user executes such attempts 
beyond an acceptable limit, it surely is untrustworthy and should be considered 
carefully before granting any further uploading service. If this rule is violated, the 
requestor is penalized by a disbelief value of medium as denoted by category and 
importance respectively. The AccpetableLimit of such misbehavior is 3, i.e., the 
user will be warned (action = “WARNING”) for such misbehavior up to three 
times, after which the service will not offered to the corresponding user anymore 
for the particular interaction1. The “FileHarmful” trust rule examines the uploaded 
file for any harmful contents (e.g., virus-infected file or the presence of any objec-
tionable contents in the fileContents) and has importance value set as high with 
action as terminate and AcceptableLimit as 1, interpreted as follows: the ser-
vice offering of uploading doc file will be terminated (action = “TERMINATE”) to 
the corresponding user as soon as (AcceptableLimit = “1”) the uploaded file is 
detected as harmful, and also the user will be penalized a disbelief value (catego-
ry = “disbelief”) of high for such misbehavior (importance = “high”). The 
“UploadCompletion” trust rule checks for the successful completion of the ser-
vice. This trust rule is not violated if the user uploads files maintaining all the ser-
vice constraints; that is, if the FileExcess and the FileHarmful trust rules are not 
violated. If this trust rule (i.e., UploadCompletion) is not violated, the requestor is 
awarded a belief (category = “belief”) value of high (importance = “high”). 
Moreover, the interaction with the user will be considered as trustworthy as soon 
as (AcceptableLimit = “1”) the user uploads legitimate doc file, and will be sent 
a notification of successful interaction (action = “SUCCESSFUL”). 

The Main Module has two parts: Event Dispatcher and Trust Actions. All the 
incoming events are received by the Event Dispatcher and forwarded to the differ-
ent modules of the Trust Monitor. The incoming events to the Event Dispatcher 
are of three types: service requests (sRQ), service sessions (sSN), and recommen-
dation requests (rRQ). Upon receipt of an event, the module delegates a sRQ to the 
Trust Engine, sSN to the trust state analyzer, and rRQ to the Recommendation En-
gine of the Trust Monitor. The Trust Actions module provides service replies to 
requestors by following the ServiceDecisions obtained from the Trust Decision 
Notifier of the Trust Monitor. For example, based on a sRQ, the module can offer 
or reject services, or based on an sSN, the module can terminate an unsatisfactory 
interaction.  
                                                           
1 The values of different attributes and constants will depend on the corresponding target system. 
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Fig. 4. A snippet of ServiceTrustContext.xml 

The Trust Monitor analyzes interactions, calculates the trustworthiness of the 
interacting entities and makes decisions. It has four basic sub-modules: the Trust 
State Analyzer, the Trust Engine, the Recommendation Engine, and the Trust De-
cision Notifier. The sub-modules are discussed in the following subsections. To 
substantiate these discussions, we show three most prevalent scenarios using se-
quence diagrams: user requesting a service (Fig. 5), user violating a trust rule (Fig. 
6), and user performing a trustworthy interaction (Fig. 7).  
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Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for a service request  
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8.notifyTrustVal(sr,s1)

Legends
TSAnalyzer = Trust State Analyzer, TDnotifier=  Trust Decision Notifier, TRules = Trust−Rules
TEngine = Trust Engine, RAcc = Recommendation−Accuracy, Rec = Recommendations
ServiceProv = Service Provider, ServiceReq = Service Requestor, DTrust = Direct Trust 
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alt
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Fig. 6. Sequence diagram for a user violating a trust rule 
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Fig. 7. Sequence diagram for a user performing trustworthy interactions 
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2.1 Trust State Analyzer 

This module constructs trust-based risk state space to analyze service session 
events (sSNs) using trust rules from the Trust Rules repository. Upon the arrival of 
a service session event, this module checks the event outcome against all possible 
trust rules. Based on the result of the check, the module notifies the Trust Engine 
about the confidence (�) it has gained from the interaction. Whenever a trust rule 
is violated, this module generates an alert in the Alerts repository. An alert has 
the form {sr, si, r, sID, talert}, where sr is the requestor, si is the requested service, r 
is the trust rule that is being violated, sID is the ID of the session in which the vi-
olation was detected, and talert is the time when alert was generated based on the 
identification of potential risks in the corresponding interactions.. If a trust rule is 
violated the corresponding interaction is determined as unsatisfactory; otherwise, 
it is considered as satisfactory. The Trust Decision Notifier is notified of this po-
tential risk-state info in the interaction status and makes decisions accordingly. 
The Trust Engine is notified of a confidence value only when a potential risk state 
is confirmed through the convergence to a confirmed untrustworthy state. Howev-
er, the user is warned each time a potential risk is found in the corresponding inte-
raction that is deemed as suspicious but requires further analysis. The Trust Deci-
sion Notifier is notified of any potential risk state information. In addition, the 
Trust Decision Notifier is notified of any successful interaction with service users. 
The total belief (Ib) (range [0, 1]) of provider E1 on requestor E2 for service si at 
time t from interaction I (i.e., sRQ) is calculated using Eq. 1, where B(rn) contains 
the belief value of the trust rule indexed as rn, and nb is the total number of trust 
rule(s) related to belief outcome(s)2. Similarly, total disbelief Id (range [0, 1]) is 
calculated using Eq. 2, where D(rn) contains the disbelief value of the trust rule 
indexed as rn, and nd is the total number of trust rules with disbelief outcome. The 
confidence (�) (range [0, 1]) of E1 on E2 about service si is calculated using Eq. 3 
(wb (range [0, 1]) as the weight assigned to Ib.) 

 �
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2 For the sake of simplicity, we denote both the provider and the requestor as entities (E). 
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2.2 Trust Engine 

This module performs two tasks. First, based on the feedback on confidence (�) 
from the Trust State Analyzer, it calculates and updates direct trust and the corres-
ponding recommendation accuracies. Second, it calculates total trust using direct 
trust, recommendations and recommendation accuracies that are used by the Trust 
Decision Notifier to provide decisions on service requests (sRQ). Whenever the 
Trust State Analyzer provides confidence from an interaction, direct trust is calcu-
lated, updated, and stored in the Direct Trust repository. The previous direct 
trust value is retrieved from the repository, updated based on the new confidence 
value and then stored into the repository. This new direct trust is the compared 
against the previous recommendations from the Recommendations repository that 
were used to make service granting decision to the corresponding service user. 
The comparison facilitates the understanding of the provider on the accuracies of 
the corresponding recommendations in its decision making phases. The recom-
mendation accuracies are stored in the Recom-Accuracy repository. If the meas-
ured accuracy falls below a pre-determined recommendation-accuracy accuracy 
threshold, the corresponding recommendation is considered as unreliable for the 
particular type of interactions. However, it should be noted that the measure of 
recommendation accuracy is not used as determining the trustworthiness of the 
corresponding recommenders; rather its purpose is to identify the reliability of 
recommendations in a particular provider decision state space. In following the 
context-awareness nature of trust [7] that “a recommender r1 may not be reliable 
to a provider sp1 for a service si, but it may still be considered as reliable for 
another service sj (i ≠ j)” and “based on the deployment of a recommendation ac-
curacy in different providers, a recommender r1 may considered as unreliable in 
provider sp1 for service si, but it may still be regarded as reliable in the provider 
sp2 for the same service”. The direct trust TD (range [0, 1]) of E1 on E2 for service 
si at time t is calculated using Eq. (4), where δ  (range [0, 1]) is a weighting fac-
tor. The value of TD thus changes after each interaction based on the outcome of 
the interaction. 

 ),,2,1()1()1,,2,1(),,2,1( tsEEtsEETtsEET iiDiD μδδ −+−=  (4) 

The accuracy (A) (range [0, 1]) of a recommender E3 in providing a recom-
mendation to a provider E1 about requestor E2 regarding service si is calculated 
using Eq. 5, where Δ R(E3,E1,E2, si, t) calculates the difference between the pro-
vided recommendation and the calculated direct trust. The calculation of recom-
mendation-accuracy follows [8], but tailored to service attributes in TrAM. 
R(E3,E1,E2, si, t) denotes the recommendation value provided by E3 to E1 about 
E2 regarding service si at time t. Each provider keeps an accuracy table (AT) in the 
Recom-Accuracy repository, where it updates the accuracy of every recommenda-
tion after the corresponding interaction. The accuracy of E3 to E1 about E2 re-
garding service si at time t in the AT is denoted by AT (E3, E1, E2, si, t). The up-
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date in the AT is performed using Eq. 6 by considering previous recommendation 
accuracy (AT (E3, E1, E2, si, t−1)) and new recommendation accuracy (A (E3, E1, 
E2, si, t)). ζ (Range [1, 0]) weights the importance of previous and current accu-

racies. Using Eq. 5, and 6, unreliable recommendations are detected. A recom-
mender is considered as most reliable with accuracy 1 and most unreliable with 
accuracy 0. 
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The calculation of total trust is a function of direct trust, recommendation and 
recommendation-accuracy [7,8], and is used to make the trust-based service grant-
ing decision for an sRQ. The Trust Decision Notifier is informed of this trust val-
ue. 

2.3 Recommendation Engine 

This module provides a recommendation reply (rRP) in response to a recommen-
dation request (rRQ), receives recommendations from other providers, and stores 
the recommendation values in the Recommendations repository. A recommenda-
tion value is at most equal to the corresponding direct trust value to avoid any 
overstating about users in the system [8]. For example, if a provider has a direct 
trust value of 0.8 on a user about a particular service, it should provide a recom-
mendation value no greater than 0.8. 

2.4 Trust Decision Notifier 

This module provides the Trust Actions module the ServiceDecicion it obtains 
from the Trust Engine and Trust State Analyzer. A service request is granted if the 
calculated total trust value from the Trust Engine is at least equal to the interaction 
threshold of the requested service, otherwise the request is rejected. A ServiceDe-
cision is constructed as {sr, si, Accept, t}, if the request for service si from reques-
tor sr is accepted at time t, or as {sr, s,Reject, t} if it is rejected. Based on the no-
tification of any potential risk outcome in an interaction, such as the detection of 
file uploading beyond the server allowed maximum file size using the FileExcess 
trust rule, the Trust Decision Notifier queries the Alerts database to determine the 
total number of such misbehavior from the corresponding user for the particular 
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service. This total number is then compared against sever allowed such maximum 
attempts (i.e., AcceptableLimit) in ServiceTrustContext.xml (recall Fig. 4). If 
the total number of such misbehavior falls below the acceptable limit, the Trust 
Decision Notifier constructs a ServiceDecision as {sr, si, Unsatisfactory, WARNING, 
FileExcess, sID, t} to give warning to the corresponding requestor sr of the unsa-
tisfactory interaction between them, but continues to offer the si service to the user 
(i.e., UploadDocFile). Here, sr is service- user; sID is the ID of the corresponding 
session that was initiated between the provider and requestor for the service si. 
However, if the number of such attempts reaches the acceptable limit, the interac-
tion with the user for the particular service usage is terminated by providing a Ser-
viceDecision as {sr, si, Unsatisfactory, TERMINATE, FileExcess, sID, t}. A Servi-
ceDecision is constructed as {sr, s, Satisfactory, sID, t} if the interaction was 
successful without violating any trust rules. 

 

 

Fig. 8. A snippet of MonitorConfigurations.xml 

The MonitorConfigurations.xml file denotes the list of recommenders and 
the constant values used in the trust equations. A snippet of the MonitorConfigu-
rati ions.xml is provided in Fig. 8. The RecommenderList tag shows the list of 
recommenders to whom sp1 asks for recommendations for a particular service, 
such as UploadDocFile. The provider continuously refreshes its database to up-
date the list of such recommenders (as identified by last-modified) and identifies 
the recommenders by their IDs in the system, such as sp2, sp3 and sp4. The Con-
stants tag includes the constant values used in the trust calculations. For exam-

ple, the value of bw in calculating confidence (Eq. 3) is 0.8. 

3. Implementation and Experimental Evaluation 

We develop a prototype file sharing grid [9] in Jade (Java Agent Development 
Environment) [10], by focusing on three types of file sharing services: file upload, 
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open and search. The trust scenarios are modeled using UMLtrust [6] and con-
verted to trust rules. The Trust Rules repository is developed based on the differ-
ent trust scenarios [6] (see Table 1). The other repositories (i.e., Direct Trust, 
Recommendations, Recom-Accuracy, and Alerts) are developed as database tables 
in MySQL 5.0 [11]. The providers and requestors are implemented as Jade agents. 
Events are generated by employing the ACLMessage (Agent Communication Lan-
guage Message), with the different modules of the architecture as ‘behaviours’ of 
Jade. The summary of the implementation environment is provided as follows: 

• System Configuration: Pentium 1.886 GHz Dell machine. 1 GB RAM. 
• Development Languages: Java, XML, MySQL 5.0 [11]. 
• Development Platform: Jade 3.5 [10], Eclipse IDE 3.2. 

The service providers employ the monitor to analyze interactions and decide 
accordingly. Experimental results show that the proposed architecture can analyze 
service-based interactions from trust perspectives, measure trustworthiness, and 
make automatic decisions. The performance of the service provider is measured 
while analyzing service session, service request, and recommendation requests 
events. However, the monitor creates some performance overhead also. The over-
heads discussed in the next subsections are of three types, delay in providing a de-
cision on a service request event (sRQ), delay in analyzing a service session event 
(sSN), and delay in a long recommendation chain. 

Table 1. Elicited trust scenarios for a file sharing server 

Trust Scenarios Description 
File Excess Requestors may upload files beyond the limit of the server and thus make 

the upload service unavailable for others. 
File Spamming Requestors may upload illegal and insignificant files to waste storage space 

on the server. 
File Harmful Requestors may upload files containing malicious scripts which can harm 

other users. 
Illegal Access Attempt Requestors may try to access others’ personal files in the resource database 

by manipulating the file search service. 
Remote File Inclusion Requestors may manipulate the file open service to open malicious files re-

motely and to execute them on the server. 

3.1 Delay in Providing Decision on a Service Request Event (sRQ) 

A provider retrieves previous direct trust value with the requestor for the service 
from the Direct Trust repository, and handles recommendations from other pro-
viders. The handling of recommendations includes the requests for recommenda-
tions and the receipt of the corresponding replies. In a service-based system with-
out the trust monitor, these two tasks would not be present. The delay is calculated 
by taking the difference between the sending time of a service request event and 
the receipt time of the corresponding decision in a service reply. In the experimen-
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tal setup, we use one service provider (sp1) to provide services, three providers 
(sp2, sp3, and sp4) for recommendations. We vary the number of service requests 
from 10 to 100 from a requestor sr1. We run the experiment for each setup 10 
times and take the average to minimize errors. (see Fig. 9). The system without the 
trust monitor just receives the sRQ event and provides sRP randomly (i.e., without 
using any trust-based analysis), while the system with the trust monitor employs 
trust-based analysis before providing sRP. The result shows that the trust-based 
processing of a sRQ introduces some delay in providing the corresponding service 
decision. However, the result is encouraging since the delay does not increase with 
the increase of the number of service requests, i.e., scalability will not be an issue 
as the number of requesters grow. The response from a provider without the trust 
monitor requires almost constant time (in the range of 30-40 milliseconds), while 
the response from a provider with the trust monitor also requires an almost static 
time (in the range of 500−600 milliseconds). The reason for this is as follows. All 
of the modules in our provider software are implemented as specific behaviors 
(i.e., threads) in the Jade platform. With the arrival of each service request, the 
provider creates new instance of different modules of the monitor. For example, 
for 100 service requests at a time, the provider creates 100 instances of each work-
ing module. The creation times of these instances are almost constant, so the total 
time required to create 100 instances of working modules is almost the same as the 
time required to create 10 instances. Therefore, the execution is performed in pa-
rallel for each service request.  

 

Fig. 9. The average delay in receiving a service reply for a service request 

3.2 Delay in Analyzing a Service Session Event (sSN) 

TrAM analyzes a service session (sSN) event in two steps: compare sSN against 
trust rules, and update direct trust, recommendation, and recommendation accura-
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cies. The delay is calculated by taking the difference between the sending time of 
an sSN event and the corresponding reply time. To examine the overhead, we send 
a number of sSNs to the sp1 varying from 10 to 100, where the requested service 
is UploadDocFile. Fig.10 provides the results which show that the analysis of an 
sSN introduces some delay; however, the delay remains almost constant with the 
increase in events. The delay in providing a service reply without the trust monitor 
remains almost constant in the range of 30−40 milliseconds, while the delay with 
the trust monitor also remains almost constant in the range of 80−90 milliseconds. 
The reason is the same as the processing of service request events discussed in the 
previous subsection. However, the monitor does not need to send or receive rec-
ommendations to analyze an sSN. Therefore, the delay occurred is only due to the 
analysis of trust rules and the accessing of the database for the retrieval and update 
of trust values. Nevertheless, the slight increase in average delay with the increase 
in service session events is due to the synchronized accessing of shared database 
tables by individual instances. The combined analysis of Figs. 9 and 10 shows that 
the average delay is in the range of 500−600 milliseconds for sRQ, while it is in 
the range of 80−90 milliseconds for sSN, having the average difference as 
420−520 milliseconds. The major difference in handling a sRQ and an sSN is the 
handling of recommendations.  

 

Fig. 10. The average delay in receiving a service reply for a service session 

3.3 Delays in Long Recommendation Chains 

Since recommendations are handled as sending of recommendation requests and 
receiving of the corresponding replies, there is some delay in providing runtime 
decisions on a sRQ. However, while analyzing the delay on a sRQ, we only consi-
dered direct recommendations (i.e, the recommendations from immediate neigh-
bors [7]). Since we allow both direct and indirect recommendations in our system, 
we were interested to see the impact of handling recommendations with long 
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chain, i.e., when the path-length for indirect recommendations varies. To do this 
experiment, we assumed a long chain from sp1 to sp10, where sp1 asks sp2 for 
recommendation, sp2 to sp3, and so on. We further assumed that a provider can 
ask for recommendations to only one another provider, i.e., sp1 only to sp2 and 
sp2 only to sp3. We varied the number of recommenders from 1 to 9 (i.e., sp2 to 
sp10), and send recommendation requests from sp1to calculate the difference be-
tween a recommendation request and the corresponding reply. Fig. 11 presents the 
results which show that the delay in receiving a recommendation reply increases 
almost linearly with the increase of path-length in a chain.  

 

Fig. 11. The average delay in receiving a recommendation reply. 

3.4 Monitoring Overhead  

The first experiment concludes that there is some delay in providing trust-based 
service granting decision on service request events, although the average delay 
remains almost constant with the increase in service requests. The second experi-
ment shows that the run-time monitoring and analysis of service-based interac-
tions does not create that much overhead. It should be noted that the purpose of 
this measurement is to show that the performance overheads remain almost static, 
which makes the architecture applicable for large-scale systems. Therefore, the fo-
cus of the first two experiments was not to show the differences between the two 
response time delays that occur in the system with and without the monitor. The 
third experiment confirms that a large recommendation chain is probably not a 
good idea when there is a need for prompt reply to service request events. 
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4. Related Work 

Many trust-based approaches are proposed by focusing on trust-based policy man-
agement [3-5, 24-32]. The monitoring of the trustworthiness of service requestors 
has not been adequately addressed so far. English et al. [4] neither support any 
trust rules to perform automatic trust monitoring of service-based software nor 
they present any calculation schemes to quantify the trustworthiness of stakehold-
ers. Trust-based spam detection [24] and reputation-based social network systems 
[25, 26] assume that the trust values are available, hence necessitating the incorpo-
ration of a monitor like ours in their systems. Since we establish dynamic trust re-
lationships between service providers and requestors based on the automatic moni-
toring of service usage, our architecture can be applicable in any social network-
based systems that require sharing of resources. Unlike our XML-based service 
and trust monitor configuration, facts from past interactions are used in [27, 28]. 
Some other trust-based access control mechanisms [3, 5, 29-32] define the syntax 
and semantics of the corresponding policy languages, and the deployment of the 
policy languages in the target system requires language-based parsers and compi-
lers. We compare and contrast those work in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Trust-based monitoring approaches  

Work Domain Trust Mechanism 

TBRM [3] Information system Policy-based access control 
SPM [4] Ubiquitous system Interaction-based system monitoring 
TRBAC [5] Information system Policy-based access control 
SureMsg [24] Email services Reputation-based email exchanging 
EigenTrust [25] Peer-to-peer system Reputation-based trust negotiation 
FuzzyTrust [26] Semantic web Social network-based trust formation 
FuzzyWeb [27] Web services Rule-based service access 
TAP [28] Service-based software Policy-based software access control 
ICTM [29] Information system Policy-based access control 
ATN [30] Open grid system Trust negotiation, access control 
TBAC [31] Information system Policy-based access control 
TrustBack [32] Information system Role-based access control 
Our work Service-based software Interaction-based service monitoring 

 
A number of monitoring architectures exist for service quality analysis and au-

tomatic service composition [12–23]. We quantify the trustworthiness of reques-
tors by monitoring their service usages, while the existing architectures monitor 
service providers to improve service quality to end users. Table 3 summarizes 
those research with respect to our work. 
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Table 3. Selected work on service monitoring 

Work Monitored Attributes Monitored Entity Trust Quantification 

FQoS [12] Service quality in user feedback Provider N 
AMR [13] Service accountability in composition Provider N 
SMC [14] Errors in service execution Provider N 
MSLA [15] Service constraints for mutual safety provider, user N 
RM [16] Service quality using requirements Provider N 
WSR [17] Exceptions in web service for quality Provider N 
ZAS [18] Service timeliness, type checking Provider N 
WSN [19] Errors in service execution Provider N 
AGSM [20] Quality of service in grid Provider N 
GSM [21] Quality of service for end users Provider N 
SGR [22] Resource allocation status Provider N 
IBS [23] Quality in service execution Provider N 
Our work Service safety in trust concerns Requestor Y 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

Due to the pervasiveness of software in our everyday activities, it is important to 
monitor trust relationships between the users and the system to analyze the vulne-
rabilities and opportunities the relationships may invite to the system. In this chap-
ter, we present a trust monitoring architecture called TrAM, to automatically ana-
lyze service-based interactions from trust perspectives. TrAM employs trust rules 
to analyze such interactions and uses trust calculation schemes to quantify the 
trustworthiness of service users. TrAM not only makes run-time decision for ser-
vice provision but also employs dynamic decision on the risk status of the service 
that may suggest the premature termination of an interaction to protect the corres-
ponding stakeholders. The proposed architecture is implemented in a trust-aware 
file sharing grid and evaluated under different trust conditions and performance 
overhead related concerns. Our future enhancements to the system will concen-
trate on addressing the following limitations. While specifying a trust scenario, we 
assumed that the identity of a trustee is properly resolved. It was also assumed that 
the network is secure from false recommenders. However, in real situations, this 
might not be the case always.  
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